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Do you know your way around the mystical world of public relations or PR? 
 
Do you have the time or the inclination to learn? 
 
If the answer is yes and you would like a stab at doing PR for your brand, here are some
handy pointers to help you make the front page! 
 
Keep reading
 
According to scholars, public relations has been around for almost a century. But the
practice known as PR today has evolved with the times to become a very different beast
to what it once was. Whilst some traditional industry vernacular has stood strong
throughout the ages, modern terminology, colloquialisms and buzzwords have cropped up
in response to differing trends and advancements. 
 
And whilst it has evolved with the introduction of digital marketing and the need to
provide a 360 approach to your marketing, the terminology in PR can still be sometimes
confusing. Fear not we have devised a go-to-guide in our Beauty PR Club PR Book.
 
To help you navigate through the business-speak, bust the jargon and become fluent in the
lingo, we’ve compiled an extensive PR dictionary, the PR Book, to act as your go-to-guide,
from A-Z…
 
Team Beauty PR Club
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INTRODUCTION

TM

https://www.covisum.com/sign-up-for-a-free-trial
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Angle – The approach or perspective from which a news story or event is viewed, or the
particular emphasis a PR will choose to pursue when pitching.
 
Above the line – Traditional mass media advertising such as TV, radio, print, billboards,
posters and online. 
 
AVE - Stands for Advertising Value Equivalent. A somewhat outdated calculation of the
amount of money coverage is worth, based on the fee for running an advertisement in the
same slot. Also known as EAV (Estimated Ad Value), this can be calculated by dividing
total circulation by column inches. 
 
Agent - Representative of a professional actor, writer, performer or athlete, whose
primary function is to secure gigs for their talent. 
 
Advertorial - Paid for magazine adverts made to look like editorials. Increasingly so in print
media, revenue is coming before editorial so always ask yourself how big a brands budget
maybe if you see them regularly in print. 
 
Analytics – Campaign measurement. A key question to ask yourself if you are a brand too!
What is my ad spend budget and is this the best place for ROI on that budget spend?

A
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Ad Spend - How much budget is being allocated for securing advertisements in various
media outlets, or how much it costs to secure an advertisement in a particular outlet.
 
Agency Fee - Amount of money a PR agency is asking to complete a campaign or work on
a retainer basis.
 
Assets - Campaign materials such as logos, images, video, biographies and other useful
documents.
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Brand story - Tell your dreams, visions, goals, aspirations and your story via your PR
activity. 
 
Brand Ambassador – A brand advocate, ambassador or Key Person of Influence who
speaks and gains fans or sales for your brand.
 
B2B - Abbreviation of business-to-business. 
 
B2C- PR communication dedicated to sharing information with the consumer. 
 
Blogger - An individual who regularly writes material for a blog. They are part of a
community network useful for spreading word of mouth recommendation. 

Beauty PR – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Beauty PR Club™ - Beauty PR Club identifies brand stories, creates content and strategy,
boosts media and social engagement, guarantees brand visibility establishing increased
measured leads and sales. We specialise in creating and executing exciting, results-driven
content, media and advertising campaigns for our clients in the health, beauty, makeup and
wellness sectors.
 
We use our unique Results Relations™ formula utilising a powerful mix of strategy, content,
storytelling, sales planning, advertising, retail partnerships and traditional PR to gain
consistent tangible results.
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Bolt-On - Optional tactics or activations that can be implemented within a campaign for
an additional cost on top of stated fee.
 
Below the Line - Direct to consumer advertising such as email, leaflet, newsletter and
point of sale.
 
Blue-Sky Thinking - Phrase describing brainstorming without limits. An unrestricted
approach to idea generation focusing on an ideal scenario without practical constraints.
 
Boilerplate - Content that can be used in different contexts with little change. In PR, a
common example would be a concise description of a company or brand usually found in
the small print at the foot of a press release.
 
Booker - A guest booker typically sources and secures guests for a TV or radio show. First
point of contact for broadcast interviews.
 
Branding - Appearance of the brand name, logo or affiliated company identity
 
Budget - Amount of money allocated for campaign activity.
 
By-line - The name of the journalist or author of a piece of editorial, usually found under
the headline.
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Calendar - Keep a calendar of media timelines and notable events (grab your monthly
Beauty PR Club social media planner each month here). 
 
Coverage - Placement of your brand in a media outlet - blog, magazine, online, radio or
television. 
 
Copywriting - Beauty PR – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at
hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Credit Information - Always provide a journalist with any information that will be needed
alongside any product/service placement. This typically includes the brand name, website
and price. 
 
Content – The material, including text and images, that constitutes a publication or
document.
 
Circulation - The number of copies a publication distributes for each issue.
 
Client - Person or organisation commissioning the services of an agency or freelance
publicist for a campaign. 
 

C
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Clipping - Physical copy of a piece of coverage that can be supplied to clients (as long as
you have your NLA licence in place).
 
Content Planning - Meeting at newspaper offices, usually mid-morning, in which layout
and stories for the day are decided upon.
 
Consumer Press - Conference Media targeted to the general public, typically with a wide
viewpoint. 
 
Content Calendar - Content posting schedule, often for PRs covering social media. 
 
Coverage - When a media outlet reports on or mentions your story, campaign or client as
a direct result of your PR effort. 
 
CPE - Campaign Post-Evaluation. Also known as Post Campaign Analysis (PCA), this is a
review of the results of a campaign on its closing. Also known as a call to action.
Information traditionally found at the end of an article that calls for consumers to do
something such as buy a product, visit a page or watch a movie
 
Crisis Management - The process or plan by which a business or organization handles a
sudden emergency situation. In PR this refers to mitigation of an immediate threat to
brand reputation. 
 
Cross-Promotion - The use of one product or service to promote another. Typically, a
reciprocal process by which affiliated parties publicly promote each other.
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Deadlines - Journalists work to tight editorial deadlines and can often request information
and images on very short notice which is why it is essential to be prepared. 
 
Desk Side/Desk Date - This is when you or a PR is able to meet with a journalist directly
(often at their desk) to introduce your product. 
 
DPS - Acronym for double-page spread. Print article or feature that occupies two
consecutive pages in a magazine or newspaper.
 
Design - This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at  hello@beautyprclub.com.

D
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Editorial - This used to make up the bulk of content that you would read in a typical
magazine and the type of placement you will likely be aiming for. Always check for paid
media 'promotion' 'sponsored' or 'advertisement feature' copy too.
 
Embargo - A grace period given to a single media outlet in honour to secure coverage.  
 
Exclusive – A total media exclusive means no competitor outlets can publish, a ‘first run’
means the right to publish before others. 
 
Experiential - A PR tactic or piece of activity that involves an experience, such as taking
part in a stunt, trip, excursion, masterclass etc. 
 
Editors - The head honcho of the magazine/paper who will give editorial direction and
oversee the creation of each issue. There will be editors for each department of the
magazine/paper and a number of journalists within each department that you could talk to. 
 
Exclusive - Offer something that no other magazine will have access to - inside your home
or workspace can be a great opportunity for a sizeable amount of coverage.

E
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Embargo - This is for news that is date/time sensitive. You would put an embargo on
anything that you wanted to pre-emptively introduce to press but not go live/into print
until a certain date. 
 
Earned Media - Earned media is any positive advocacy and/or coverage that comes off
the back of your other marketing efforts. This is effectively a third-party endorsement of
your brand and is sometimes referred to as brand advocacy. 
 
Earned media is an extremely important measure of brand presence and exposure which
sits at the top of the marketing funnel. In the case of brand building campaigns, shares and
general brand ‘buzz’ can be seen as an indicator of success (as separate from increasing
web enquiries and sales, which are towards the bottom of the marketing funnel).
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Final Edit - You can be 95% of the way there with a placement but it may not survive the
magazine’s final edit/cull before print. We’ve always said that ‘It’s never 100% until you see it
in print’ - but don’t be disheartened, just aware. 
 
Facts - Fill your press release with notable and interesting facts. Do you need killer statistics
to create your Press Release Headlines? We offer numerous industry verified consumer
market research options, email hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Forward Planning - See Short Lead and Long Lead - Different media work to different
timelines and it is essential to incorporate this into any forward planning you do for your
brand; events, new product launches etc, so that you can place your coverage to get the
optimum results at the optimum time.   
 
Full Service - A PR agency that acts as a one-stop-shop for clients, handling a range of PR
disciplines as well as other services such as design.
 
Fall Through - When an arranged piece of coverage fails to run as expected. 
 
FMCG - Fast-Moving Consumer Goods. Used to describe companies that produce packaged
products that are sold quickly at relatively low cost.
 
Follow-up - The process of chasing a lead or gauging interest by calling a journalist to get
feedback after sending an initial pitch email. 
 
Feature - A meaty, focused article in a leading story of a magazine or paper that has a human-
interest hook.

F
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Guaranteed Coverage - There is no such thing! Well there is if you are paying but remember
too that stories long in the making often do get pulled last minute by an editor having a bad or
good day or over promises from journalists.
 
Gifting - Sending a product to journalists or persons of influence to encourage coverage or
social media endorsement.
 
Gift Guide - Seasonal look books curated by magazines and brands to advertise giftable items,
such as Christmas presents. PRs can lobby for their product to be included in a relevant gift
guide.
 
GateKeeper Journalism - Whilst traditional PR will look to get coverage through traditional
gatekeeper journalism (national and regional press, industry publications, etc), in the user
generated world of the internet, earned media is very much an exercise in building brand
loyalty at the grassroots level through the consistent production of high quality ‘seek out
content’.
 
Google Alerts - Easy to set up for your brand and any related keywords and will track online
coverage for you. 
 
Grass Roots - Type of marketing, also referred to as ‘guerrilla’ which targets efforts on a small
group of people on the ground and engages customers to spread awareness.
 
Grooming PR – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com.

G
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High Res Images - These are an absolute must! High quality, high-resolution photography,
be these cut out images or lifestyle/model shots. Do you need help with your images? We
have a few great photographers that we are happy to share with you!
 
Handler - Person responsible for looking after a particular brand or talent on a press tour,
red carpet or other appearance.
 
Hard news - Phrase used by media to describe fast-paced, hard-hitting stories that usually
appear on the front page of newspapers and require immediate reporting. Topics usually
have widespread importance such as politics or foreign affairs.
 
Hair PR – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Halo Piece - A ‘halo’ piece of coverage describes a single, impressive, stand-out article that
acts as the crowning glory for the campaign.
 
Hook - What is it about your brand or products that will pique a journalist’s interest? That
is your hook.

H
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In - House - A magazine may not always use images sent by a brand, they will call in
samples of the product to be shot by their own in-house photographers and styling team.
 
Influencer - An individual with the ability to influence their followers’ purchasing decisions

I
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Journalist - A journalist can have any title from Style Writer to Features Assistant to
Beauty Assistant and anything in between. Get to know what type of content the
journalists you want to target write and tailor your pitch accordingly. 
 
Journo Request - Go straight to Twitter and search out Journo Request for a myriad of
pleas from journalists for information, quotes, images or samples to support the articles
that they are working on.

J
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Key Details - Make sure these are always on press materials/clear on email: Brand name,
short bio, contact information, website and social media handles. 
 
KPI – A Key Person of Influence to your business, news story or campaign.  Can also stand
for Key Performance Indicators or measurements of a projects progress.

K
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Long Lead - Long lead media titles can be working anywhere from 3-6 months in advance,
so come July, monthly magazines (women’s, men’s, home, lifestyle, weddings, niche) can be
working on content for their November/December issues. Yes, Christmas in July is a thing. 
And you can join us on our stand! Email at hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Launch - Official announcement of a new product or service. Typically announced via
press release and culminating in some sort of event.
 
Look-book - A great way to showcase your brand and products to journalists, stylists and
influencers. 
 
Line Sheet - A line sheet of your product range is essential to keep to hand, especially if
you’re working with an agency on your PR, social media, website or marketing. Be clear
and transparent about your product offering and what is available to use in promoting your
brand. 
 
Launch - Press love a product or brand launch event and launch of something new can
provide a PR hook for the right media.
 
Leads – Marketing and sales leads from brand exposure and print (see Results
Relations™)– This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com.

L
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Mission Statement - What does your brand exist to achieve? 
 
Media Kit - This is a tool that you can have ready to go at short notice, featuring copy
about your brand, an overview of product, news, imagery and all credit information. 
 
Manager - Managers ‘manage’ the careers of the talent they represent, planning the
direction and strategy and helping their clients get there. First point of contact for general
enquiries.

M
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New Releases - If your business or product range is ever-evolving there could always be a
hook for a press release. 
 
Network - You never know who you will meet and PR is not always about ‘coverage’ in the
traditional sense.
 
New Launches – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at
hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
NLA - This is the Newspaper Licensing Agency. The NLA protects the copyright of most
print and online media and for you to use or reproduce coverage on your website or social
media, you will need to be in possession of a relevant NLA Licence. 
 
Newswire Syndication - A news service that places a single story on several websites and
multiple outlets worldwide. Examples include Associated Press and Reuters.
 
Newsjacking - It is possible to piggyback on topical news stories if they are directly
relevant to your business or if you are an expert in the field. 
 
Networking - Meet and greets with key media contacts and clients in a social context that
strengthens relationships.

N
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Opportunity - Always be open for opportunities for PR and exposure. An event
happening? Could you provide something for the goody bags? Is there a like-minded
business in the area that you could partner with for some local promotion initiatives? Think
outside the box is an overused term but one that very much has its place in PR. 
 
Offline - Media that doesn’t exist on the internet, such as broadcast or print media.
 
Owned Media – Owned media refers to all the assets you actually own. In the online
space, this includes your website but also any other content you produce like videos,
whitepapers, blogs, eBooks, etc. Owned media is perhaps more important than it ever has
been as the digital world has shifted consumer habits.  
 
More and more people will independently seek out high-quality content and eschew
traditional ‘interruptive’ push advertising methods of old. This means that your website
and other online assets cannot be all about you and how great you are.  
 
As well as selling your products or services, your website, YouTube channel, Facebook
page, etc must give people content that they actually want. In this way, owned media can
be seen as directly affecting your earned media.
 
One-Pager - An unofficial single page document outlining an activity, in brief, focusing on
key information.
 
Online - Media that exists on the internet, such as a websites, blogs or forums.

O
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PESO – PESO is an acronym for the big-picture, all-channels-inclusive way of
communicating that is truly the only method in which a company, entrepreneur or cause
can earn the attention of those stakeholders that matter.  PESO is Paid, Earned, Shared
and Owned media; a handy definition guide is included below for you.
 
Product Placement - Great coverage for product-based business can be found on
shopping pages, product round-up/review features. Essentially, it is coverage that consists
of an image of the product with all relevant credits. 
 
Press Release - The starting point for all PR activity that will give a journalist what they
need to know about you, your brand and your hook. You should be aiming to send out a
minimum of 2 per month to your relevant press and media contacts.
 
 
 
 
Press Day - An event often put on by PR agencies or big brands’ in-house PR teams, that
showcases new collections to a range of invited media, journalists, stylists, influencers and
bloggers. 
 
Per Diems - Incidental money put aside for minor expenditures associated with business
travel. A figure will be allocated each day. Typically used during press trips or talent tours.

P

Get your FREE Press Release Template and
Planning Guide from our website.

https://www.beautyprclub.com/writing-a-winning-press-release
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Paid Media – Paid media encompasses traditional forms of advertising, such as print
adverts, TV commercials and billboards, as well as their online equivalents such as display
ads, pay per click advertising, sponsored social media posts etc.
 
With the advent of the internet paid media has evolved to include very direct and
targeted forms of digital advertising. The lines between traditional advertising and what
we describe as content marketing have also blurred with the evolution of native content.
 
Photography Pen - A roped-off area designed to house a group of photographers on a red
carpet or at a photocall.
 
Photocall - An arranged occasion by which talent pose for invited photographers.
 
Pitching - Selling story ideas to the media in order to secure coverage.
 
Premiere - The opening or first performance of a theatrical or musical work or debut
screening of a film.
 
Pitching - The truth is, a press release is only as good as your pitch. And with reporters
getting dozens (if not more) pitches in their email inbox every day, you’ll need to make
sure yours stands out.
 
Publicist - An individual whose role is to generate coverage and awareness for a brand,
talent or cause that they are representing.
 
Press Conference - A live dissemination of news information to invited media. Typically, in
the format of a question and answer session. Also called a news conference.
 
Press Kit - Also known as a media kit or press pack. A branded packet of information
handed out to press by PRs, containing background reading material, credits, photography
and press releases.
 
Proactive PR (Results Relations) - An opportunistic and strategic approach to gaining and
maintaining publicity.
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PR Clubs® - PR Clubs® identifies brand stories, create content and strategy, boost media
and social engagement, guarantees brand visibility establishing increased measured leads
and sales. We specialise in creating and executing exciting, results-driven content, media
and advertising campaigns for our clients in the health, beauty, makeup and wellness
sectors. 
 
We use our unique Results Relations™ formula utilising a powerful mix of strategy,
content, storytelling, sales planning, advertising, retail partnerships and traditional PR to
gain consistent tangible results.
 
Publish – The Holy Grail, when you get into print or online or an on air mention.



Quotes - Always be prepared to provide quotes on your area of expertise at short notice.
If there are topical developments/stories you could quote on, get in touch with relevant
journalists. You don't always need a full feature or story to appear in the press.

Q
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Results Relations™ - Planning to win, measuring outcomes and shifting your strategy to
succeed is key when investing in your overall business, marketing and sales planning.
 
Results Relations® from PR Clubs® gives you the confidence and strategy to deliver
effective measured campaign activities across all departments of your business.
 
Retained - A client or agency that has a long-term contract of repeat business.
 
Regular Feature - A feature that appears in every issue of a media publication. Stylist’s
‘Work-Life’ feature for example.
 
Retail Management – Get your brand in front of key international Beauty and Personal
Care buyers. This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com. 
 
ROI - Return on Investment. The ratio between net profit and cost of investment to
evaluate the efficiency of a campaign.

R
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Results Relations™ - Gaining media from Paid, Earned, Owned and Shared media (PESO). 
We offer a unique results-driven content-led approach to PR encompassing content and
copywriting for your social media, email marketing, blogs and press releases. Leave the
storytelling to us.
 
Ring Round - The act of calling media outlets one after the other to pitch a story.
 
Roundtable - A specific format of group interview whereby talent is interviewed by a
group of reporters at once around a table, with each journalist getting one or two
questions apiece.

TOP TREND OF 2020



Short Lead - This term applies to quick turnaround media from blogs and websites to
newspapers and weekly magazines that can be working anywhere from days to 4-8 weeks
in advance. 
 
Strapline – a subheading in a newspaper or magazine article or in any advertisement
 
Stakeholder - An independent party with ties to an organisation and may be affected by its
actions. In PR this may refer to a member of the board, a licensee or a promotional partner.
 
Sales Strategy – This is what we do brilliantly!  Get in touch today at
hello@beautyprclub.com.
 
Stunt - A publicity stunt is a planned event designed to attract public attention and spread
awareness of a cause. Stunts often take place on a grand, disruptive scale in order to
command news and social media interest.  
 
SPS - Acronym for Single Page Spread. Print article or feature that occupies one full page
in a magazine or newspaper.
 
Signing - An event in which an author or musician autographs their book or CD for
members of the public.
 
Slot - Specific section of a magazine or newspaper that certain story types can be pitched
in to.

S
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Soundbite - A short extract from a recorded interview or speech. Typically, a single,
newsworthy quote.
 
Spokesperson - PR person authorised and trained to speak on behalf of an organisation or
individual.
 
Seeding - The term for sending out information far and wide or pitching news en masse to
secure quantitative coverage.
 
Shared Media – Shared media is a more recent addition to the three-tier media model. It
shares a lot in common with earned media but is distinct from it because of the highly
social and interactive nature of social media. In a social media setting then, shared media
would be things like shares, retweets and comments off the back of owned media assets
like a well produced brand film or a how-to video series. 
 
What separates shared media from the more traditional PR of earned media, is the
combination of content marketing and social media marketing in order to generate it. In
shared media, the channel is technically open to both brand and consumer (such as an
individual’s Facebook feed), whereas with earned media the brand has no real influence
over the channel. In this sense, all social platforms can be thought of as shared media
channels, in which neither brand nor consumer has total control.
 
Soft News - Phrase used by media to describe background stories that typically concern
human interest or emotional subject matter such as arts, entertainment or lifestyle.
 
Social Media - Social Media is modernising PR and making it easy for anyone to pitch a
story or introduce a brand to key journalists. More and more brands are partnering with
Influencers or becoming influencers in their own right utilising the powerful reach of social
media channels like Instagram.This is what we do brilliantly! 
Get in touch today at hello@beautyprclub.com.



Target Audience - Be clear on who you are wanting to reach and what media they
consume. 
 
Tactic – The tools or actionable items in a PR plan. Another word for activity or idea in a
proposal. The means by which you will achieve your goal.
 
Third-Party Partnership - A promotional partnership or contra deal with an outside party
in which support or product is negotiated in exchange for publicity and wherein no money
is exchanged.
 
Trade Press - A professional magazine or outlet that targets a specific trade or industry
rather than widespread consumption.
 
Talent - Broad term to describe VIPs such as celebrities, public figures or influencers.
 
Third-Party Partnerships - A promotional partnership or contra deal with an outside party
in which support or product is negotiated in exchange for publicity and wherein no money
is exchanged.
 
Target Market - Primary demographic for a campaign. The group of people you are
attempting to reach and influence.

30
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USP - One thing that will set you apart from the hundreds of other brands competing for
coverage will be your Unique Selling Point. What makes you different from your
competitors and THE brand to feature? 
 
Unique Users - The number of distinct individuals visiting a page of a website at least once
during a given period. Figure does not account for how many times they visit the same
page.

31
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Values - What are your values, what is your WHY as a brand and how does this position
you among your competition? 
 
Viral Campaigns - A PR campaign designed to exploit the potential of the internet to
spread messages rapidly. Viral content is shared quickly and widely to as many users as
possible across the globe. 

V
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Wait - Have patience for the right opportunity. Coverage won’t come from every press
release, pitch or email.

W
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XYROPHOBIA - The fear of being close to or touching sharp implements, unless they are
your words! Just thought it was a cool thing to know!

X
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You - Your personal story can be a PR point and can pave the way for more in-depth
coverage and insight into your brand, adding another dimension to your PR.

Y
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Zip folders - when sending high-resolution images - condense them into a zip file that can
be easily attached to an email without swamping the inbox at the other end or use a file
transfer function such as wetransfer.com. Always ensure you provide the necessary alt tag
information when sending images.

Z
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Beauty PR Club identifies brand stories, create content and strategy, boost media and
social engagement, guarantees brand visibility establishing increased measured leads and
sales. We specialise in creating and executing exciting, results-driven content, media and
advertising campaigns for our clients in the health, beauty, makeup and wellness sectors.
 
We use our unique Results Relations™ formula utilising a powerful mix of strategy,
content, storytelling, sales planning, advertising, retail partnerships and traditional PR to
gain consistent tangible results.

Whether you are seeking a short-term copy or long-term content management support, or
one of our Success Contracts™, Beauty PR Club is here to help. Choose from:

Strategy & Marketing 

PR & Social Media

Content & Copywriting

Retail Management

Discover how Beauty PR Club can add value, brand exposure and measured marketing
activities to your business.
 
Beauty PR Club™
Marketing and PR Solutions for Competitive Beauty, Grooming and Wellness Brands

www.beautyprclub.com

@beautyprclub

07871 823572 | 01892 28657

ABOUT

SERVICES

http://www.beautyprclub.com/



